
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of permit
coordinator. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for permit coordinator

Manages databases and queries databases and runs reports for quarterly
measures and other requests by manager, other staff or the public
Attends and participates in meetings with DEQ staff
Maintains paper and electronic files and processes records requests for solid
waste and hazardous waste documents
Works with DEQ web coordinators and outside advertising agency to post
legal notices on the web and in appropriate newspapers
Verifies that decision documents (permits, inspection reports, etc) are posted
to the e-filing system and websites
Schedules public information meetings and public hearings
Assists Hazardous Waste staff with setting up general hazardous waste
training sessions for the public, signs people up for the trainings, sets up the
room and assists Hazardous Waste staff with managing attendance at the
trainings
Answers general solid waste calls, emails and inquiries from the public, local
governments and from regulated entities or forwards to appropriate technical
staff
Intakes technical assistance requests and agency questions by phone, in
person or through emails
Serves as backup to other administrative staff as needed

Qualifications for permit coordinator

Example of Permit Coordinator Job Description
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Excellent problem solving skills including ability to analyze information,
practices, procedures, problems and situations to recognize alternatives and
consequences, including complex administrative, parking, and/or customer
service issues
Demonstrated knowledge of basic business processes, cash control
procedures and general accounting practices
Prefer highly motivated trainable individuals with excellent
organizational/communication skills
Working knowledge in control of hazardous energy and associated safe work
permits practices (confined space entry, cranes lift, ground disturbance)
Ability to work well with others individually


